
        

             Glass:  $7  
            Half Pours:  $4 

ON TAP:           Crowlers:  $11  | $5 off for 3 

 
 
                                                               

ABV = Alcohol By Volume IBU = International Bitterness Units SRM = Standard Reference Method 
Percentage of Alcohol Measure of Bitterness, 0 to 100  Indicates Beer Color, 2 to 80 

* Indicates a new beer release!              Underline indicates last keg!   Wifi password: localbeerbrewedhere 
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CHAPTER ONE                       5.4 % ABV  -          25 IBU      -      7.4 SRM   
Chapter One is a wonderfully refreshing Hackensack Pale Ale. It is lightly hopped and slightly sweet, with a hint of lemon and 
floral notes. Chapter One finishes clean and leaves you wanting one more glass... This is our best selling beer.  
 

SUNNY DREAM 4.6% ABV - 16 IBU - 3.6 SRM   

Our very refreshing version of a lightly hopped Cream Ale. A hint of citrus from the hops and with a light malt touch. This one is a 
crisp, dry and crushable. A a great beer to remind you of the dog days of summer! Brewed with local Hackensack honey!!  
 

FUNZEN OKTOBERFEST FESTBIER         6.5% ABV    -    16 IBU     -     5 SRM 

Our new release in celebration of Hackensack’s Chainsaw Event. Oktoberfest is a celebration of fall, and harkens back to some 
crown prince’s wedding in 1810. Our Oktoberfest is a Festbier, similar to a Marzen, but lighter and not as sweet. We think it’s a 
lot more “FUN” to drink than a mar”ZEN”. (Get it? FUNZEN?). It’s a lighter beer in color, and a lager - so our lager drinkers should 
love this beer. Actually, everyone should love this beer. It is brewed with German Munich, Vienna, and Pilsner malt. It’s malty 
with just a hint of balanced bitterness. A great beer for fall. Typical reaction: “Wow!” “Yum” “Fun!” 
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AT THE LAKE 5.7% ABV  -          51 IBU      -      8.9 SRM 

Where is the best place to drink a classic American IPA? At The Lake! Refreshing and hoppy, brewed with American malted barley 
and American Citra & Mosaic hops for that classic IPA taste. Very refreshing to enjoy At The Lake. Characterized by fruity, citrus 
and piney aromas, this beer is all about the hops, 'bout the hops, not malty! Try At The Lake today! 
 

RENDEZBREW FRESH HOP IPA           5.3% ABV    -    47 IBU    -    12.6 SRM  
Brewed with fresh hops, grown locally in Hackensack. The Nugget hops were picked on September10  and brewed within two hours of being 
picked! Never had a fresh hop beer? It has an aromatic character that will tingle on your tongue. This beer has a medium body with a malt 
backbone to balance out the hops. Once this beer is gone – no more fresh hop beer until next year! 

 

STARING BLINDLY  8.0 % ABV - 77 IBU - 8 SRM   
A West Coast style DDH IPA – double dry hopped with Amarillo, Chinook, and Citra. Is this why Lucette has that look on her face? Could this be 
her favorite beer? The fruit flavor explodes on a dank, malty base while the bitterness keeps creeps up on your tongue until you notice your 
glass is empty and order another. Without getting up to splash your face, you probably shouldn’t have 25 or 6 to 4 of these at one sitting!    
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HUMBLE BEAR 4.1 % ABV - 22 IBU - 18 SRM   
In many cultures, bears are special and know all things. Symbols of medicine and wisdom, bears are associated with the warrior spirit, 
prosperity, and the harvest. Our brown beer aspires to represent these characteristics, and at the same time is very humble –it is a delicious 
beer. It has a complex and subtle flavor, without the “roasty” flavor typical of porters and stouts. Gain a little wisdom about this Humble Bear 
and try a pint today! 
 

FALLING MOON                       5.6% ABV  -          25 IBU      -      38 SRM   
Falling Moon is an Oatmeal Stout – and great as we settle in for the long nights ahead. This beer will warm you up from inside 
with its rich, dark and roasty flavors. It is slightly sweet, with coffee and a hint of chocolate as it rolls over your tongue. This is a 
great early afternoon or a late-night-sitting-around-the-campfire beer. Dreaming of a Falling Moon may bring good fortune!  
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 KOMBUCHA  Non-alcoholic and brewed in Brainerd MN by our friends at Ya-Sure Kombucha. $5 

ROOT BEER  & SODA Bottle of Craft Root Beer ($4) or can of soda ($3)             Found in the cooler. 

 


